The present application discloses a method and apparatus for transmitting/receiving an HARQ failure indication. The method includes: a Node B receives an E-DCH payload from a primary carrier and fails to decode it; the Node B determines whether the condition of transmitting an HARQ failure indication is met; if so, the Node B sets the HARQ failure indication data frame on the primary carrier; and the Node B transmits the HARQ failure indication data frame to a service radio network controller on a transmission bearer corresponding to the primary carrier. The present application realizes a better control over the SIR target value through a carrier-based outer loop power control function.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>first 7 bits in 11 bits of Head CRC</td>
<td>frame type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>last 4 bits in 11 bits of head CRC</td>
<td>FSN 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual 4 bits</td>
<td>number of subframes 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFN 8 bits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>Number of HARQ retransmissions 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of MAC-es PDU 4 bits</td>
<td>First subframe number 3 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last 2 bits in the 6 bits of the first DDI</td>
<td>The first 4 bits in the 6 bits of the first DDI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Diagram](image)

- **Head**
  - last DDI 6 bits
  - The last number
  - The last number
  - padding bit
  - The last DDI
  - The last number
  - padding bit
  - The first MAC-es PDU of the first subframe
  - residual
  - The second MAC-es PDU of the first subframe
  - residual
  - The last MAC-es PDU of the first subframe
  - residual
  - The first MAC-es PDU of the last subframe
  - residual
  - The second MAC-es PDU of the last subframe
  - residual
  - The last MAC-es PDU of the last subframe

- **Payload** (optional)
  - residual extension (optional)
  - The first 8 bits of payload CRC (optional)
  - The last 8 bits of payload CRC (optional)
Fig. 1b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame type</td>
<td>1 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last 4 bits in 11 bits of head CRC</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual 4 bits</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFN 8 bits</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of user buffer 8 bits</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of user buffer 8 bits</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of user buffer 2 bits</td>
<td>2 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual 2 bits</td>
<td>2 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of intra-frame MAC-is SDUs</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of user buffer 2 bits</td>
<td>2 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of intra-frame MAC-is SDUs</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of user buffer 2 bits</td>
<td>2 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HARQ retransmissions</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first subframe number</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of MAC-is PDU's</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HARQ retransmissions</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The second subframe number</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of MAC-is PDU's</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first MAC-is PDU descriptor of the first subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The second MAC-is PDU descriptor of the first subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last MAC-is PDU descriptor of the first subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first MAC-is PDU descriptor of the last subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last MAC-is PDU descriptor of the last subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first MAC-is PDU of the first subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The second MAC-is PDU of the first subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last MAC-is PDU of the first subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first MAC-is PDU of the last subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last MAC-is PDU of the last subframe</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual extension (optional)</td>
<td>4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first 8 bits of payload CRC (optional)</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last 8 bits of payload CRC (optional)</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first 7 bits in 11 bits of head CRC</td>
<td>Frame type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last 4 bits in 11 bits of head CRC</td>
<td>FSN 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual 4 bits</td>
<td>Number of subframes 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFN 8 bits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>Number of HARQ retransmissions 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The first subframe number 3 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of MAC-es PDUs 4 bits (equal to zero)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Padding bit 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>Number of HARQ retransmissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The last subframe number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of MAC-es PDUs 4 bits (equal to zero)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Padding bit 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual extension (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The first 8 bits of payload CRC (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The last 8 bits of payload CRC (optional)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The first 7 bits in 11 bits of head CRC</td>
<td>frame type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last 4 bits in 11 bits of head CRC</td>
<td>FSN 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual 4 bits</td>
<td>number of subframes 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFN 8 bits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size of user buffer 8 bits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size of user buffer 8 bits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size of user buffer 2 bits</td>
<td>Residual 2 bits number of intra-frame MAC-is SDUs 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of intra-frame MAC-is SDUs</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Residual number of HARQ retransmissions The first subframe number
- Residual number of MAC-is PDUs Residual
- Residual number of HARQ retransmissions The second subframe number
- Residual number of MAC-is PDUs Residual

...  

- Residual number of HARQ retransmissions The last subframe number
- Residual number of MAC-is PDUs Residual

residual extension (optional)

- The first 8 bits of payload CRC (optional)
- The last 8 bits of payload CRC (optional)

---

**Fig. 3**

NodeB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f1 A MAC-d flow from MAC-e or MAC-I on carrier 1</td>
<td>SRNC/CRNC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f2 A MAC-d flow from MAC-e or MAC-I on carrier 2</td>
<td>f2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the SRNC receives the HARQ failure indication data frame from the service NodeB on the transmission bearer 1

the SRNC acquires that the HARQ failure indication data frame belongs to the primary carrier according to the Table 1 showing the corresponding relationship between the transmission bearers and the carriers
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the SRNC decodes the "HARQ retransmission number dprimary" in the frame to acquire the HARQ retransmission number of the primary carrier generated at the HARQ failure moment indicated by the CFN and subframe number
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Start

- the SRNC receives the HARQ failure indication data frame from the service NodeB on the transmission bearer 2
  
- the SRNC acquires that the HARQ failure indication data frame belongs to the secondary carrier according to the Table 1 showing the corresponding relationship between the transmission bearers and the carriers
  
- the SRNC decodes the "subframe number domain" in the frame to acquire the subframe number of the secondary carrier
  
- the SRNC decodes the "HARQ retransmission number domain" in the frame to acquire the HARQ retransmission number of the secondary carrier occurring at the HARQ failure moment indicated by the CFN and subframe number

End
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING/RECEIVING HYBRID AUTOMATIC REPEAT REQUEST FAILURE INDICATION

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present application relates to the field of communications, and particularly to a method and an apparatus for transmitting/receiving a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) failure indication.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In an existing communication system, when there is data to be transmitted, data frames are transmitted from a Service Radio Network Controller (SRNC) to a Node B through downlink transmission and are transmitted from the Node B to the SRNC through uplink transmission in each transmission interval at a lub interface (which is an interface between a Node B and an SRNC) and a lur interface (which is an interface between an SRNC and a Radio Network Controller (RNC)). An Enhanced Dedicated Transport Channel (E-DCH) data frame is of a data frame type, which is used for uplink and involved in through an upper-layer signaling indication. The E-DCHI data frames are defined as two structures: type 1 and type 2. If a Medium Access Control-enhanced sublayer Protocol Data Unit (MAC-eS PDU) is involved, the structure of the type 1 is used; and if a Medium Access Control-improved sublayer Protocol Data Unit (MAC-iS PDU) is involved, the structure of the type 2 is used.

[0003] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of E-DCHI uplink data frame formats according to related technologies. As shown in FIG. 1, the E-DCHI data frame of the type 1 (as shown in FIG. 1(a)) and type 2 (as shown in FIG. 1(b)) have two components: a header and a payload, both of which include the following domains, but include different types of data units:

[0004] 1. Header Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) Code Domain

[0005] the “CRC code” domain is that the check code applied to a header redundancy frame part (i.e., from 0 of the first byte to 0 of the last byte of the header, including 0 of the last byte but not including the last 4 bits of the header CRC, i.e., the 7th to 4th bits of the second byte) corresponds to the check code of a generator formula; the “head CRC code” domain length of the E-DCH uplink data frame is 7 or 11 bits; the 7 bits include the 7th to 1st bits of the first byte in the E-DCHI data frame head; and the 11 bits include the 7th to 1st bits of the first byte as well as the 7th to 4th bits of the second byte;

[0006] 2. Frame Type Indication

[0007] the “frame type indication” domain is used for indicating whether the frame is a data frame or a control frame; the length of the “frame type” domain is one bit which locates at the bit 0 of the first byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; the E-DCHI data frame is an uplink data frame, and the “frame type indication” domain indicates 0;

[0008] 3. Frame Sequence Number (FSN)

[0009] the “FSN” domain represents the FSN of an E-DCH data frame; E-DCHI data frames transmitted each time will generate their own FSNs; and a 4-bit FSN is calculated according to the following formula:

FSN=(FSN+1) modulo 16

[0100] the FSN value is in the range of 0-15; the length of the “FSN” domain is 4 bits which locates from bit 3 to bit 0 of the second byte of the E-DCHI data frame head;

[0101] 4. The Number of Subframes

[0102] “the number of subframes” domain indicates how many subframes are in the frame; it is noted that a subframe includes a head part and a payload part; the value of the “the number of subframes” domain is in the range from 1 to 16; the binary codes of value 1 and value 16 are “0000” and “1111” respectively; and the length of the “number of subframes” domain is 4 bits which locates from bit 3 to bit 0 of the third byte of the E-DCHI data frame head;

[0103] 5. Connection Frame Number (CFN)

[0104] for the E-DCHI, the “connection frame number” domain indicates a data frame where data are decoded correctly in an HARQ process; for the E-DCHI, the CFN (and sub-frame number) can be used for a dynamical delay measurement besides for retransmission, with a value range from 0 to 255; the length of the “CFN” domain is 8 bits which locates from the bit 7 to bit 0 of the fourth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head;

[0105] 6. The Number of HARQ Retransmissions

[0106] “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain indicates the number of HARQ retransmissions for successfully decoding payloads, or the number of HARQ retransmissions when a HARQ decoding failure is detected in the case where an HARQ decoding failure occurs; and when the value of the domain is 13, it indicates that the retransmitted actual data are not suitable for serving as an input of an Outer Loop Power Control (OLPC); when the value of the domain is 15, it indicates that the Node B cannot calculate the number of HARQ retransmissions; and the value of the domain is in the range from 0 to 15; the length of the “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain is 4 bits which locates from the bit 3 to bit 0 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the first subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the second subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the third subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the fourth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the fifth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the sixth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the seventh subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the eighth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the ninth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the tenth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the eleventh subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the twelfth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the thirteenth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the fourteenth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the fifteenth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; “the number of HARQ retransmissions” domain of the sixteenth subframe number locates from the bit 6 to bit 3 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head;

[0107] 7. Subframe Number

[0108] “the subframe number” domain indicates the subframe number where the received payload locates; the subframe number (and control frame number) can be used for a dynamical delay measurement besides for retransmission; the “subframe number” domain is in the value range from 0 to 4 and the length is 3 bits; the first subframe number locates from the bit 2 to bit 0 of the fifth byte of the E-DCHI data frame head; the second subframe number locates from the bit 2 to bit 0 in the first byte after the first MAC-e or MAC-i head of the E-DCHI data frame head; the third subframe number locates from the bit 2 to bit 0 in the first byte after the previous MAC-e or MAC-i head of the E-DCHI data frame head till all the subframe numbers are included;

[0109] 8. Residual Extension

[0110] the “residual extension” domain indicates the location of new Information Elements (IEs) to be added in a backward compatibility manner; the length of the domain is 0-32 bytes;

[0111] 9. Payload CRC

[0112] “the payload CRC” domain is a CRC check of a payload; the CRC is applied to the residual part of the pay-
load, i.e., from the bit 7 of the first byte of the payload to the bit 0 of the payload before the payload CRC; the length of the domain is 16 bits.

[0023] If an E-DCH payload is decoded successfully, the E-DCH data frame is written in abovementioned format and transmitted to an SRNC by a Node B.

[0024] If the E-DCH payload fails to be decoded and meets any one of the following conditions, the service Node B will transmit an HARQ failure indication to the SRNC (non-service Node B will not transmit an HARQ failure indication):

- condition 1: for an HARQ process, an MAC-e or MAC-i PDU cannot be successfully decoded, and a Transmission Sequence Number (RSN) indicates a new MAC-e or MAC-i PDU transmission used for the same HARQ process, and the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened is equal or higher than the minimum value of the maximal HARQ retransmission value of the MAC-d flow configured by a terminal;

- condition 2: for an HARQ process, an MAC-e or MAC-i fails to be decoded all the time and the maximal retransmission of an MAC-d flow in the maximal retransmission of the highest HARQ which is available to the terminal connection occurs, or under the condition that an out-of-band signalling (such as an RSN) related to the HARQ on an E-DCH Dedicated Physical Control Channel (D-DPCCH) cannot be decoded, the maximal retransmission of an MAC-d flow in the maximal retransmission of the highest HARQ which is available to the terminal connection should occur;

- condition 3: when the MAC-e or MAC-i is reset on a terminal, an MAC-e or MAC-i in an HARQ process fails to be decoded all the time; a Node B acquires the resetting time point of the MAC-e or MAC-i in the terminal through an upper layer.

[0028] An HARQ failure indication is transmitted only in one transmission bearer. The Node B selects any transmission bearer associated with the terminal related to an HARQ failure indication.

[0029] An HARQ failure, which is indicated in a user data frame, is called an HARQ failure indication data frame, the concrete setting is as follows; FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an HARQ failure indication data frame format according to related technologies. As shown in FIG. 2:

- [0030] 1. when a failure is detected, the IE's values of a connection frame number and a subframe number will reflect a time point;

- [0031] 2. type 1 is shown in FIG. 2a: the number of MAC-es PDUs will be set as 0, wherein there is correspondingly no IEs of DDI and N in the head; and for the alignment of 8 bytes, the last 4 padding bits of the IEs of the MAC-es PDU are used and there is no MAC-es PDU in the payload part of the data frame related to the HARQ failure;

- [0032] 3. type 2 is shown in FIG. 2b: the number of the MAC-i's PDUs will be set as 0, wherein there is correspondingly no IEs of the MAC-i's protocol data descriptor in the head; and there is no MAC-i PDU in the payload part of the data frame related to the HARQ failure;

- [0033] 4. the IE of the number of HARQ retransmissions will be set as the number of HARQ retransmissions which have happened when the failure is detected, wherein the encoding method is the same as the method of correctly decoding the payload described above.

[0034] The SRNC decodes a received, correctly decoded E-DCH data frame head to obtain the number of HARQ retransmissions, and takes it as an input of the OLPC, or decodes an E-DCH data frame head of the HARQ failure indication to obtain the number of HARQ retransmissions and takes it as an input of the OLPC. If the output Signal Interference Ratio (SIR) of the OLPC is modified, the SRNC includes a new SIR target in an OLPC frame and transmits it to the Node B. An inner loop power control function at the Node B will control the power transmission of the terminal through a new SIR target value so as to minimize interference and maintain connection quality.

[0035] Along with technology development, it is desired to introduce a dual-carrier technology (which makes a terminal able to transmit data over two carriers so as to double an uplink data rate) into the existing system; furthermore, each carrier has an independent transmission bearer at a lub interface/lur interface. If the existing HARQ failure indication is used, there are the following problems:

[0036] since the Node B receives an MAC-es PDU or MAC-i's PDU on two carriers from a terminal at an air interface, it is possible that the data on the two carriers fails to be decoded at the same time or the data on one carrier is decoded successfully while the other fails; however, the HARQ failure indication in the prior art aims at the decoding failure of the MAC-es PDU or MAC-i's PDU on one carrier, the HARQ failure indication has no carrier characteristics and is transmitted to the Node B from any one of transmission bearers connected with the terminal; if both of the MAC-es PDU and the MAC-i PDU received by the Node B from two carriers fail to be decoded, or one from one carrier thereof fails to be decoded, this failure is transmitted to the Node B by using an existing HARQ failure indication data frame over any one of the transmission bearers connected with the terminal; both the HARQ failure indication data frame and the transmission bearer cannot tell which carrier the number of HARQ retransmissions belongs to, so the SRNC cannot know the number of retransmissions of the data flow on each carrier; at the same time, the OLPC is calculated based on the HARQ retransmitted data of the E-DCH frame protocol data frame head or the HARQ retransmitted data of the HARQ failure indication data frame head, so the OLPC also cannot realize the function thereof.

SUMMARY

[0037] The present application is provided for solving the problem that it can not be known which carrier the number of HARQ retransmissions belongs to according to an HARQ failure indication data frame and a transmission bearer in related technologies; therefore, the main objective of the present application is to provide a scheme for transmitting/receiving an HARQ failure indication for solving the problem.

[0038] In order to fulfill the objective, according to an aspect of the present application, a method for transmitting an HARQ failure indication is provided, which is applied to a process of transmitting data flows of primary carrier and secondary carrier on independent transmission bearers of a lub interface/lur interface respectively.

[0039] The method for transmitting an HARQ failure indication includes: a Node B receives an E-DCH payload from the primary carrier and fails to decode it; the Node B determines whether a condition for transmitting an HARQ failure indication is met, if it is met, the Node B sets an HARQ failure
indication data frame on the primary carrier; and the Node B
transmits the HARQ failure indication data frame to an SRNC
on a transmission bearer corresponding to the primary
carrier.

Preferably, the setting an HARQ failure indication
data frame on the primary carrier may include: setting a CFN
domain and a subframe number domain as a CFN and sub-
frame number when detecting an HARQ failure indication; if
the data frame is of type 1, setting a number domain of
MAC-es PDUs as 0; if the data frame is of type 2, setting
the number domain of MAC-is PDUs as 0; and setting a number
domain of HARQ retransmissions as the number of HARQ
retransmissions having happened when an HARQ failure
indication is detected.

In order to fulfill the aim, according to an aspect of
the present application, a method for transmitting an HARQ
failure indication is provided, the method is applied to a
process of transmitting data flows of a primary carrier and a
secondary carrier on independent transmission bearers of a
lub interface/lur interface respectively.

The method for transmitting an HARQ failure indica-
tion includes: a Node B receives an E-DCH payload from
the secondary carrier and fails to decode it; the Node B
determines whether a condition for transmitting an HARQ
failure indication is met, if it is met, the Node B sets an HARQ
failure indication data frame on the secondary carrier; and the
Node B transmits the HARQ failure indication data frame to an
SRNC on a transmission bearer corresponding to the sec-
ondary carrier.

Preferably, the setting an HARQ failure indication
data frame on the secondary carrier may include: setting a CFN
domain and a subframe number domain as a CFN and a
subframe number when detecting an HARQ failure indica-
tion; if the data frame is of type 1, setting a number domain of
MAC-es PDUs as 0; if the data frame is of type 2, setting
a number domain of MAC-is PDUs as 0; and setting a number
domain of HARQ retransmissions as the number of HARQ
retransmissions having happened when an HARQ failure
indication is detected.

In order to fulfill the aim, according to an aspect of
the present application, a method for receiving an HARQ
failure indication is provided, the method is applied to a
process of transmitting data flows of a primary carrier and a
secondary carrier on independent transmission bearers of a
lub interface/lur interface respectively.

The method for receiving an HARQ failure indica-
tion includes: an SRNC receives an HARQ failure indication
data frame from a Node B on a transmission bearer corre-
sponding to the primary carrier and acquires information of
the HARQ failure indication data frame of the primary carrier
corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/
lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame.

Preferably, the SRNC acquiring information of the
HARQ failure indication data frame of the secondary carrier
including the transmission bearer of the lub interface/
lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame
may include: the SRNC acquires a CFN of the secondary
carrier from a CFN domain of the HARQ failure indication
data frame; the SRNC acquires a subframe number of the primary
carrier from a subframe number domain of the HARQ failure
indication data frame; and the SRNC acquires the number of
HARQ retransmissions occurring on the primary carrier at an
HARQ failure moment indicated by the CFN and the sub-
frame number from a number domain of HARQ retrans-
misions in the HARQ failure indication data frame.

In order to fulfill the aim, according to another
aspect of the present application, a method for receiving an
HARQ failure indication is provided, the method is applied to a
process of transmitting data flows of a primary carrier and a
secondary carrier on independent transmission bearers of a
lub interface/lur interface respectively.

The method for receiving an HARQ failure indica-
tion includes: an SRNC receives an HARQ failure indication
data frame from a Node B on a transmission bearer corre-
sponding to the secondary carrier and acquires information of
the HARQ failure indication data frame of the secondary
carrier corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/
lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame.

Preferably, the SRNC acquiring information of the
HARQ failure indication data frame of the secondary carrier
including the transmission bearer of the lub interface/
lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame
may include: the SRNC acquires a CFN of the secondary
carrier from a CFN domain of the HARQ failure indication
data frame; the SRNC acquires a subframe number of the primary
carrier from a subframe number domain of the HARQ failure
indication data frame; and the SRNC acquires the number of
HARQ retransmissions occurring on the secondary carrier at an
HARQ failure moment indicated by the CFN and the sub-
frame number from a number domain of HARQ retrans-
misions in the HARQ failure indication data frame.

To fulfill the aim, according to another aspect of
the present application, a Node B is provided.

The Node B includes: a receiving module for receiv-
ing an E-DCH payload from a primary carrier or a secondary
carrier, wherein data flows of the primary carrier and the
secondary carrier are transmitted on independent transmis-
sion bearers of a lub interface/lur interface respectively; a
determination module for determining whether a condition
for transmitting an HARQ failure indication is met under the
condition that the E-DCH payload received by the receiving
module fails to be decoded; a setting module for setting an
HARQ failure indication data frame on the primary carrier or the
secondary carrier under the condition that the determina-
tion result from the determination module is yes; and a trans-
mitting module for transmitting the HARQ failure indication
data frame set by the setting module to an SRNC on a trans-
mission bearer corresponding to the primary carrier or sec-
ondary carrier.

To fulfill the aim, according to another aspect of
the present application, an SRNC is provided.

The SRNC includes: a receiving module for receiv-
ing an HARQ failure indication data frame from a Node B on a
transmission bearer corresponding to a primary carrier or a
secondary carrier; and an acquisition module for acquiring
information of the HARQ failure indication data frame of the
primary carrier or the secondary carrier corresponding to the
transmission bearer of a lub interface/lur interface from the
HARQ failure indication data frame received by the receiving
module.

In the present application, by the method for trans-
mitting by a Node B an HARQ failure indication data frame
to the SRNC on the transmission bearer corresponding to the
primary carrier or the secondary carrier, the problem that it
can not be known which carrier the number of HARQ retrans-
missions belongs to according to the HARQ failure indication
data frame and a transmission bearer in related technologies
is solved, thus a better control over SIR Target is realized through a carrier-based OLPc function.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING**

[0055] The drawings herein are used for further understanding of the present application and are a part of the present application, and the schematic embodiments and description of the present application are used for explaining the present application but not for limiting the present application. In the drawings:

[0056] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an E-DCH uplink data frame format according to related technologies;

[0057] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an HARQ failure indication data frame format according to related technologies;

[0058] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of application scenarios according to the embodiments of the present application;

[0059] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram according to Embodiment 1 of the present application;

[0060] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram according to Embodiment 2 of the present application;

[0061] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram according to Embodiment 3 of the present application;

[0062] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram according to Embodiment 4 of the present application;

[0063] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the structure of a Node B according to an embodiment of the present application; and

[0064] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the structure of an SRNC according to an embodiment of the present application.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

[0065] Function Summary

[0066] Considering it can not be known which carrier the number of HARQ retransmissions belongs to according to an HARQ failure indication data frame and a transmission bearer in related technologies, the present application provides a scheme for transmitting/receiving an HARQ failure indication, which is used for: transmitting and receiving an HARQ failure indication when transmitting data on dual carriers through a High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) technology in a radio communication system, transmitting an HARQ failure indication corresponding to each carrier, binding the HARQ failure indication with a transmission bearer corresponding to a carrier and transmitting the HARQ failure indication over the transmission bearer corresponding to the carrier through an HARQ failure indication data frame of an lub interface/lur interface and further transmitting it to an SRNC. In this way, the SRNC can know the number of HARQ retransmissions when an HARQ failure indication occurs on each carrier, thus the value of Signal to Interference Ratio Target (SIR Target) can be controlled better through a carrier-based OLPc function.

[0067] It should be explained that, if not conflicted, the embodiments and features thereof in the present application can be combined with each other. The present application will be explained below in detail with reference to the drawings and in conjunction with the embodiments.

[0068] In the following embodiments of the present application, a terminal can transmit data on two carriers through a High-Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) technology. For the terminal, dual carriers include a High Speed-Dedicated Physical Control Channel (uplink) for HS-DSCCH (HS-DPCCCH), wherein the carrier of the High Speed-Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCCH) is a primary carrier, and the other carrier of the dual carriers is a secondary carrier.

**METHOD EMBODIMENT**

[0069] According to the embodiments of the present application, a method for transmitting an HARQ failure indication is provided and applied to a processing procedure at a Node B, specifically to a process of transmitting data flows of primary and secondary carriers on independent transmission bearers of an lub interface/lur interface respectively; if the E-DCH payload fails to be decoded and one of the three conditions for transmitting an HARQ failure indication described in the background technology is met, a service Node B will transmit the HARQ failure indication to an SRNC, specifically including the following steps 1 to 4:

[0070] step 1: the Node B receives an E-DCH payload from a carrier (primary/secondary) at an air interface, wherein the payload cannot be decoded successfully;

[0071] step 2: the Node B determines whether the condition for transmitting an HARQ failure indication is met, if it is met, step 3 is executed, otherwise, the flow is ended; and

[0072] step 3: the Node B sets an HARQ failure indication data frame on the carrier (primary/secondary) according to the following steps, wherein the encoding method is the same as the method of correctly decoding a payload:

[0073] (1) setting a CFN and a subframe number of the HARQ failure indication being subjected to detection into a CFN domain and a subframe number domain;

[0074] (2) if the data frame is of type 1: setting 0 into a number domain of MAC-es PDUs, wherein there is correspondingly no IEs of DD1 and N in a data frame head; for the alignment of 8 bits, the last 4 padding bits of the IEs of the MAC-es PDU are used and there is also no MAC-es PDU in the payload part of the data frame related to the HARQ failure; or if the data frame is of type 2: setting 0 into a number domain of the MAC-is PDUs, wherein there is correspondingly no IEs of an MAC-is protocol data descriptor in the head, and there is no MAC-is PDU in the payload part of the data frame related to the HARQ failure;

[0075] (3) setting the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened when the HARQ failure indication is detected into an HARQ retransmission number domain;

[0076] step 4: the service Node B will transmit the HARQ failure indication data frame to the SRNC on a transmission bearer corresponding to the carrier (primary/secondary).

[0077] According to the embodiments of the present application, a method for receiving an HARQ failure indication is provided and applied to a processing procedure at the SRNC, specifically to a process of transmitting data flows of primary and secondary carriers in independent transmission bearers of the lub interface/lur interface respectively; and the method includes: the SRNC receives an HARQ failure indication data frame from the service Node B on a transmission bearer corresponding to the carrier (primary/secondary) and acquires information of the HARQ failure indication data frame of the carrier (primary/secondary) corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame.

[0078] Specifically, the SRNC decodes the “CFN” domain of the frame to acquire the CFN of the carrier (primary/secondary) corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/lur interface; the SRNC decodes the “subframe
number" domain of the frame to acquire the subframe number of the carrier (primary/secondary) corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/1ur interface; and the SRNC decodes the "HARQ retransmission number" domain of the frame to acquire the number of HARQ retransmissions occurring at the HARQ failure moment indicated by the CFN and subframe number of the carrier (primary/secondary) corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/1ur interface.  

[0079] By the method of a Node B transmitting an HARQ failure indication data frame to an SRNC on a transmission bearer corresponding to a primary or secondary carrier, the present application solves the problem that it can not be known which carrier the number of HARQ retransmissions belongs to according to an HARQ failure indication data frame and a transmission bearer, and further realizes better control over SIR Target through a carrier-based OLPC function.

[0080] The realization process in the embodiments of the present application is described below in detail with reference to the embodiments.

[0081] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of application scenarios according to the embodiments of the present application. As shown in FIG. 3, a terminal uses a dual-carrier technology which makes the terminal able to transmit data on two carriers and thus double an uplink data rate. In dual carriers, the carrier including an HS-DPCH is a primary carrier and the other one is a secondary carrier. The data flows of the two carriers are transmitted on the independent transmission bearers of the lub interface/1ur interface, i.e., the Node B transmits an MAC-d flow coming from an MAC-e or MAC-I on carrier 1 to an SRNC/Control Radio Network Controller (CRNC) through an I1 interface, and transmits an MAC-d flow coming from the MAC-e or MAC-I on carrier 2 to the SRNC/CRNC through an I2 interface.

Embodiment 1

[0082] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram according to embodiment 1 of the present application. As shown in FIG. 4, a method for transmitting an HARQ failure indication data frame based on carriers of the present application is provided when it is necessary to transmit an HARQ failure indication data frame on a primary carrier. The processing procedure at the Node B includes the following steps 402 to 408:

[0083] step 402: the Node B receives one MAC-e or MAC-i PDU from the primary carrier at an air interface and fails to decode it all the time;

[0084] step 404: the Node B determines whether the conditions is met for transmitting an HARQ failure indication of the primary carrier;

[0085] for an HARQ process of the primary carrier, step 406 will be executed when one MAC-e or MAC-i PDU cannot be decoded successfully, an RSN indicates a new MAC-e or MAC-I PDU transmission used for the same HARQ process of the primary carrier, and the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened is equal to or higher than the minimum value of the maximal HARQ retransmission value of the MAC-d flow configured by the terminal; or, step 406 will be executed when an MAC-e or MAC-I in an HARQ process of the primary carrier fails to be decoded all the time and the maximal retransmission of an MAC-d flow in the maximal retransmission of the highest HARQ which is available to the terminal connection occurs;

[0086] or, step 406 will be executed when the maximal retransmission of the MAC-d flow of the maximal retransmission of the highest HARQ which is available to the terminal connection should occur under the condition that the out-of-band signalling related to the HARQ on the E-DPCCCH of the primary carrier cannot be decoded; or, step 406 will be executed when the Node B acquires the resetting time point of the MAC-e or MAC-i in the terminal through the upper layer, determines the MAC-e or MAC-I a resetting to be executed in the terminal and thus know that the MAC-e or MAC-I in an HARQ process of the primary carrier fails to be decoded all the time;

[0087] step 406: the Node B writes the HARQ failure indication of the primary carrier by using the HARQ failure indication data frame, wherein the encoding method is the same as the method of correctly decoding a payload;

[0088] the Node B writes the HARQ failure indication of the primary carrier by using the structure 1 of the HARQ failure indication data frame if an MAC-e PDU of a terminal received by the Node B from an air interface fails to be decoded all the time;

[0089] (1) writing a CFN and a subframe number when a failure is detected into the HARQ failure indication data frame;

[0090] (2) setting the number of the MAC-es PDU as 0;

[0091] (3) setting the IEs of the number of HARQ retransmissions as the number of HARQ retransmissions happening when a failure is detected;

[0092] or, the Node B writes the HARQ failure indication of the primary carrier by using the structure 2 of the HARQ failure indication data frame if an MAC-i PDU received by the Node B from an air interface fails to be decoded all the time:

[0093] (1) writing a CFN and a subframe number when a failure is detected into the HARQ failure indication data frame;

[0094] (2) setting the number of the MAC-is PDU as 0;

[0095] (3) setting the IEs of the number of HARQ retransmissions as the number of HARQ retransmissions happening when a failure is detected;

[0096] step 408: the service Node B will transmit the HARQ failure indication data frame to the SRNC on a transmission bearer corresponding to the primary carrier related to the terminal;

[0097] Table 1 is a table of a corresponding relationship between carriers and transmission bearers according to an embodiment of the present application. If the carrier is a primary carrier, the service Node B will transmit an HARQ failure indication data frame to the SRNC on the transmission bearer corresponding to the primary carrier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carrier</th>
<th>Transmission bearer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary carrier</td>
<td>Transmission bearer 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary carrier</td>
<td>Transmission bearer 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Embodiment 2

[0098] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram according to embodiment 2 of the present application. As shown in FIG. 5, a method for transmitting an HARQ failure indication data frame based on carriers of the present application is provided
when it is necessary to transmit an HARQ failure indication data frame on a secondary carrier. The processing procedure at the Node B includes the following steps 502 to 508:

[0099] step 502: the Node B receives one MAC-e or MAC-i of a terminal from an secondary carrier on an air interface and fails to decode it all the time;

[0100] step 504: the Node B determines whether the condition for transmitting an HARQ failure indication on the secondary carrier is met;

[0101] for an HARQ process of the secondary carrier, step 506 will be executed when one MAC-e or MAC-i PDU cannot be decoded successfully, an RSN indicates a new MAC-e or MAC-i PDU transmission used for the same HARQ process of the secondary carrier, and the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened is equal to or higher than the minimum value of the maximal HARQ retransmission value of the MAC-d flow configured by the terminal;

[0102] or, step 506 will be executed when one MAC-e or MAC-i in an HARQ process of the secondary carrier fails to be decoded all the time and the maximal retransmission of an MAC-d flow of the maximal retransmission of the highest HARQ which is available to the terminal connection occurs;

[0103] or, step 506 will be executed when the maximal retransmission of the MAC-d flow of maximal retransmission of the highest HARQ which is available to the terminal connection should occur under the condition that the out-of-band signalling (e.g. RSN) related to the HARQ on an E-DPCCH of the secondary carrier cannot be decoded;

[0104] or, step 506 will be executed when the Node B acquires the resetting time point of the MAC-e or MAC-i in the terminal through the upper layer and determines the MAC-e or MAC-i resetting to be executed in the terminal and thus knows that the MAC-e or MAC-i in the HARQ process of the secondary carrier fails to be decoded all the time;

[0105] step 506: the Node B sets the HARQ failure indication data frame of the secondary carrier by using the structure 1 or 2 of the HARQ failure indication data frame, wherein the encoding method is the same as the method of correctly decoding a payload;

[0106] the Node B writes by using the structure 1 of the HARQ failure indication data frame if an MAC-e PDU received by the Node B from an air interface fails to be decoded all the time:

[0107] (1) writing a CFN and a subframe number when a failure is detected into the HARQ failure indication data frame;

[0108] (2) setting the number of the MAC-es PDUs as 0;

[0109] (3) setting the IEs of the number of HARQ retransmissions as the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened when a failure is detected;

[0110] or, the Node B writes by using the structure 2 of the HARQ failure indication data frame if an MAC-i PDU received by the Node B from an air interface fails to be decoded all the time:

[0111] (1) writing a CFN and a subframe number when a failure is detected into the HARQ failure indication data frame;

[0112] (2) setting the number of the MAC-is PDUs as 0;

[0113] (3) setting the IEs of the number of HARQ retransmissions as the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened when a failure is detected;

[0114] step 508: the service Node B will transmit the HARQ failure indication data frame to the SRNC on a transmission bearer corresponding to the secondary carrier related to the terminal.

[0115] According to Table 1, if the carrier is a secondary carrier, the service Node B will transmit the HARQ failure indication data frame to the SRNC on the transmission bearer 2 corresponding to the secondary carrier.

Embodiment 3

[0116] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram according to embodiment 3 of the present application. As shown in FIG. 6, a method for transmitting an HARQ failure indication data frame based on carriers of the present application is provided when an HARQ failure indication data frame is received from a primary carrier of the Node B. The processing procedure at the SRNC includes the following steps 602 to 608:

[0117] step 602: the SRNC receives an HARQ failure indication data frame from the service Node B on the transmission bearer 1;

[0118] step 604: the SRNC acquires that the HARQ failure indication data frame belongs to the primary carrier according to the Table 1 showing the corresponding relationship between transmission bearers and carriers;

[0119] step 606: the SRNC decodes the "subframe number" domain in the frame to acquire the subframe number of the primary carrier;

[0120] step 608: the SRNC decodes the "HARQ retransmission number" domain in the frame to acquire the number of HARQ retransmissions occurring at the HARQ failure moment indicated by the CFN and subframe number on the primary carrier.

Embodiment 4

[0121] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram according to embodiment 4 of the present application. As shown in FIG. 7, a method for transmitting an HARQ failure indication data frame based on carriers of the present application is provided when an HARQ failure indication data frame is received from a secondary carrier of the Node B. The processing procedure at the SRNC includes the following steps 702 to 708:

[0122] step 702: the SRNC receives an HARQ failure indication data frame from the service Node B on the transmission bearer 2;

[0123] step 704: the SRNC acquires that the HARQ failure indication data frame belongs to the secondary carrier according to the Table 1 showing the corresponding relationship between transmission bearers and carriers;

[0124] step 706: the SRNC decodes the "subframe number" domain in the frame to acquire the subframe number of the secondary carrier;

[0125] step 708: the SRNC decodes the "HARQ retransmission number" domain in the frame to acquire the number of HARQ retransmissions occurring at the HARQ failure moment indicated by the CFN and subframe number on the secondary carrier.

APPARATUS EMBODIMENT

Embodiment 1

[0126] According to an embodiment of the present application, a Node B is provided. FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the structure of the Node B according to an embodiment of the
present application. As shown in FIG. 8, the apparatus includes: a receiving module 2, a determination module 4, a setting module 6 and a transmission module 8, which are described below:

[0127] the receiving module 2 is configured for receiving an E-DCH payload from a primary or secondary carrier, and the Node B fails to decode the E-DCH payload, wherein data flows of the primary and secondary carriers are transmitted on independent transmission bearers at a lub interface/lur interface; the determination module 4 is connected to the receiving module 2 and configured for determining whether the condition of transmitting an HARQ failure indication is met under the condition that the E-DCH payload received by the receiving module 2 fails to be decoded; the setting module 6 is connected to the determination module 4 and configured for setting the HARQ failure indication data frame on the primary or secondary carrier if the determination result from the determination module 4 is yes; and the transmission module 8 is connected to the setting module 6 and configured for transmitting the HARQ failure indication data frame set by the setting module to the SRNC on a transmission bearer corresponding to the primary or secondary carrier.

[0128] Wherein, the setting operation of the setting module 6 includes:

[0129] (1) setting a CNF and a subframe number when detecting an HARQ failure indication into a CNF domain and a subframe number domain;

[0130] (2) if the data frame is of type 1: setting 0 into a number domain of MAC-es PDUs, wherein there is correspondingly no IE of DDI and N in a data frame head; for the alignment of 8 bits, the last 4 padding bits of the IEs of the MAC-es PDU are used and there is also no MAC-es PDU in the payload part of the data frame related to the HARQ failure; or if the data frame is of type 2: setting 0 into the number domain of MAC-is PDUs, wherein there is correspondingly no IE of the MAC-is protocol data descriptor in the head, and there is no MAC-is PDU in the payload part of the data frame related to the HARQ failure;

[0131] (3) setting the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened when the HARQ failure indication is detected into an HARQ retransmission number domain.

Embodiment 2

[0132] According to an embodiment of the present application, an SRNC is provided. FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the structure of the SRNC according to an embodiment of the present application. As shown in FIG. 9, the apparatus includes: a receiving module 10 and an acquisition module 12, which are described below:

[0133] the receiving module 10 is configured for receiving an HARQ failure indication data frame from a Node B on a transmission bearer corresponding to a primary or secondary carrier, and the acquisition module 12 is connected to the receiving module 10 and configured for acquiring information of an HARQ failure indication data frame of a primary or secondary carrier corresponding to a transmission bearer of a lub interface/lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame received by the receiving module 10.

[0134] Specifically, the acquisition operation of the acquisition module 12 includes: decoding the “CNF” domain of the frame to acquire the CNF of the carrier (primary/secondary) corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/lur interface; decoding the “subframe number” domain of the frame to acquire the subframe number of the carrier (primary/secondary) corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/lur interface; and decoding the “HARQ retransmission number” domain of the frame to acquire the number of HARQ retransmissions occurring at the HARQ failure moment indicated by the CNF and subframe number on the carrier (primary/secondary) corresponding to the transmission bearer at the lub interface/lur interface.

[0135] To sum up, based on the embodiments of the present application, a method for transmitting/receiving a carrier-based HARQ failure indication is provided, and used for transmitting and receiving an HARQ failure indication when data are transmitted on dual carriers by using an HSPA technology in the radio communication system, transmitting an HARQ failure indication corresponding to each carrier, binding the HARQ failure indication with a transmission bearer corresponding to a carrier and transmitting the HARQ failure indication on a transmission bearer corresponding to a carrier through an HARQ failure indication data frame of an lub interface/lur interface and further transmitting it to the SRNC. In this way, the SRNC can know the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened when an HARQ failure indication occurs on each carrier, thus the SIR Target value can be better controlled through the carrier-based OLPc function. The defects of the prior art is therefore overcome.

The carrier-based HARQ failure indication can be used for dual carriers to avoid an HARQ failure caused by a long-term low SIR target value. The present application makes little modification to the existing protocol and has backward compatibility.

[0136] Obviously, those skilled in the prior art shall understand that the modules or steps of the present application may be realized by general computing apparatus, they can be centralized in a single computing apparatus or distributed in a network consisting of multiple computing apparatuses; optionally, the modules or steps may be realized by program codes executable by computing apparatuses; thus, it may be realized by storing them in a storage apparatus to be executed by computing apparatuses, or manufacturing them into integrated circuit modules respectively or into a single integrated circuit module using multiple modules or steps thereof. In this way, the present application is not limited to any specific combination of hardware and software.

[0137] The above are only preferred embodiments of the present application and not used for limiting the present application. For those skilled in the art, the present application may have various modifications and changes. Any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements and the like within the spirit and principle of the present application shall fall within the protection scope of the present application.

1. A method for transmitting a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) failure indication, applied to a process of transmitting data flows of a primary carrier and a secondary carrier on independent transmission bearers of a lub interface/lur interface respectively, comprising:

receiving an Enhanced Dedicated Transport Channel (E-DCH) payload from the primary carrier and failing to decode it by a Node B;

determining by the Node B whether a condition for transmitting an HARQ failure indication is met, if it is met, setting by the Node B an HARQ failure indication data frame on the primary carrier; and
transmitting by the Node B the HARQ failure indication data frame to a Service Radio Network Controller (SRNC) on a transmission bearer corresponding to the primary carrier.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the setting an HARQ failure indication data frame on the primary carrier comprises:
   setting a Connection Frame Number (CFN) domain and a subframe number domain as a CFN and a subframe number when detecting an HARQ failure indication; if the data frame is of type 1, setting a number domain of Medium Access Control-enhanced sublayer Protocol Data Units (MAC-es PDUs) as 0; if the data frame is of type 2, setting a number domain of Medium Access Control-improved sublayer Protocol Data Units (MAC-Is PDUs) as 0; and
   setting an HARQ retransmission number domain as the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened when an HARQ failure indication is detected.

3. A method for transmitting an HARQ failure indication, applied to a process of transmitting data flows of a primary carrier and a secondary carrier on independent transmission bearers of a lub interface/lur interface respectively, comprising:
   receiving an E-DCH payload from the secondary carrier and failing to decode it by a Node B;
   determining by the Node B whether a condition for transmitting an HARQ failure indication is met, if it is met, setting by the Node B an HARQ failure indication data frame on the secondary carrier; and
   transmitting by the Node B the HARQ failure indication data frame to a Service Radio Network Controller (SRNC) on a transmission bearer corresponding to the secondary carrier.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the setting an HARQ failure indication data frame on the secondary carrier comprises:
   setting a Connection Frame Number (CFN) domain and a subframe number domain as a CFN and a subframe number when detecting an HARQ failure indication; if the data frame is of type 1, setting a number domain of a Medium Access Control-enhanced sublayer Protocol Data Units (MAC-es PDUs) as 0; if the data frame is of type 2, setting a number domain of a Medium Access Control-improved sublayer Protocol Data Units (MAC-Is PDUs) as 0; and
   setting an HARQ retransmission number domain as the number of HARQ retransmissions having happened when an HARQ failure indication is detected.

5. A method for receiving an HARQ failure indication, applied to a process of transmitting data flows of a primary carrier and a secondary carrier on independent transmission bearers of a lub interface/lur interface respectively, comprising:
   receiving by a Service Radio Network Controller (SRNC) an HARQ failure indication data frame from a Node B on a transmission bearer corresponding to the primary carrier and acquiring, by the SRNC, information of the HARQ failure indication data frame of the primary carrier corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the acquiring, by the SRNC, information of the HARQ failure indication data frame of the primary carrier corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame comprises:
   acquiring by the SRNC a CFN of the primary carrier from a CFN domain of the HARQ failure indication data frame;
   acquiring by the SRNC a subframe number of the primary carrier from a subframe number domain of the HARQ failure indication data frame; and
   acquiring by the SRNC the number of HARQ retransmissions occurring on the primary carrier at an HARQ failure moment indicated by the CFN and the subframe number from an HARQ retransmission number domain in the HARQ failure indication data frame.

7. A method for receiving an HARQ failure indication, applied to a process of transmitting data flows of a primary carrier and a secondary carrier on independent transmission bearers of a lub interface/lur interface respectively, comprising:
   receiving by a Service Radio Network Controller (SRNC) an HARQ failure indication data frame from a Node B on a transmission bearer corresponding to the secondary carrier and acquiring, by the SRNC, information of the HARQ failure indication data frame of the secondary carrier corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the acquiring, by the SRNC, information of the HARQ failure indication data frame of the secondary carrier corresponding to the transmission bearer of the lub interface/lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame comprises:
   acquiring by the SRNC a CFN of the secondary carrier from a CFN domain of the HARQ failure indication data frame;
   acquiring by the SRNC a subframe number of the secondary carrier from a subframe number domain of the HARQ failure indication data frame; and
   acquiring by the SRNC the number of HARQ retransmissions occurring on the secondary carrier at an HARQ failure moment indicated by the CFN and the subframe number from an HARQ retransmission number domain in the HARQ failure indication data frame.

9. A node B comprising:
   a receiving module, configured for receiving an E-DCH payload from a primary carrier or a secondary carrier, wherein data flows of the primary carrier and the secondary carrier are transmitted on independent transmission bearers of a lub interface/lur interface respectively;
   a determination module, configured for determining whether a condition for transmitting an HARQ failure indication is met under the condition that the E-DCH payload received by the receiving module fails to be decoded;
   a setting module, configured for setting an HARQ failure indication data frame on the primary carrier or the secondary carrier under the condition that the determination result from the determination module is yes; and
   a transmitting module, configured for transmitting the HARQ failure indication data frame set by the setting module to a Service Radio Network Controller (SRNC) on a transmission bearer corresponding to the primary carrier or the secondary carrier.

10. A Service Radio Network Controller (SRNC) comprising:
a receiving module, configured for receiving an HARQ failure indication data frame from a Node B on a transmission bearer corresponding to a primary carrier or a secondary carrier; and an acquisition module, configured for acquiring information of the HARQ failure indication data frame of the primary carrier or the secondary carrier corresponding to the transmission bearer of a lub interface/lur interface from the HARQ failure indication data frame received by the receiving module.
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